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16 

Abstract: The energy analysis and optimization of process system aiming to solve the 17 

problems of high consumption, low efficiency and unreasonable use of energy in the 18 

process of energy utilization has been widely researched and developed in recent 19 

decades. In this work, advanced exergy analysis was carried out for the triple-column 20 

extractive distillation (TCED) process separating ternary azeotropic mixture of 21 

ACN/EtOH/H2O. The total exergy destruction is 1097.69 KW. The avoidable exergy 22 

destruction, is 29.20%, mainly caused by the cooler and three condensers. Based on the 23 

thermodynamic analysis results, a superstructure TCED with four-parallel evaporator 24 
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organic Rankine cycles (FPE-ORC) system is proposed, four working fluids were 25 

selected. An improved genetic algorithm is used to obtain the optimal operating 26 

parameters of the ORC system by using the exergy efficiency and annual net profit 27 

(ANP) of the ORC as two conflict objective functions. Compare with existing process, 28 

the FPE-ORC system with working fluid R600 provides the highest exergy efficiency 29 

of 12.27%, with working fluid R600a leads to the best economic benefit of 6.43 E+4 30 

dollar/year.  31 

Keywords: Exergy analysis; organic Rankine cycle, waste recovery, energy conversion, 32 

genetic algorithm; extractive distillation 33 

  34 



1. Introduction 35 

Distillation is commonly used in industry as a high-energy intensive separation 36 

process, and it requires extensive energy to achieve specified product purities [1]. The 37 

distillation related processes account for 10–15% of the world’s energy consumption 38 

[2]. Thus, improving energy efficiency of distillation is expected to achieve greatest 39 

energy saving potential in the chemical industry. However, distillation column works 40 

like a heat engine with poor efficiency which does not consume heat but degrades it [3]. 41 

The inability to use the released low- grade heat is the main cause of energy expenditure 42 

[4]. As such, efficient use of low grade heat of the distillation process and improve its 43 

thermodynamic efficiency is the interest of this study. 44 

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is a mean of recovering waste heat which utilizes 45 

medium- and low-grade heat sources to generate electric power using the organic fluid 46 

as working medium, and it has great significance to improve the energy utilization 47 

efficiency. Liu et al. [5] presented a superstructure which combines methanol-to-48 

gasoline (MTG) process with ORC to improve energy efficiency, and the novel 49 

structure saves cooling water by 18.77% and increases the thermal efficiency by 18.3% 50 

as compared with the industrial counterpart process. Yang et al. [6] reported a diethyl 51 

carbonate (DEC) process combining ORC to the heat pump-reactive dividing wall 52 

column (HP-RDW). The results illustrated that total annual cost of the HP-RDWC 53 

integrated ORC processes with working fluids R123 and R600a could be reduced by 54 

11.78% and 10.30%, respectively. Li et al. [7] proposed a novel extractive distillation 55 



process by combining economizer and ORC to effectively use the heat duty of 56 

condenser. According to the above listed studies, the low-temperature waste heat could 57 

be effectively recovered via the ORC system. 58 

Exergy analysis, based on the second law of thermodynamics, is a method of 59 

measuring the quality and efficient use of energy and providing much valuable 60 

information [8]. The amount of exergy loss could be significantly reduced by adjusting 61 

operating parameters [9]. Kaibel [10] and Ognisty [11] investigated the thermodynamic 62 

analysis techniques for distillation columns and point out that exergy analysis is an 63 

important tool for improving the thermodynamic performance and efficiency of the 64 

column. In the study of Wang et al. [12], the exergy analysis is applied to the proposed 65 

process of synthesizing syngas with the triple CO2 feeds to further find the optimal 66 

matching scheme achieving significant energy reduction with pinch analysis. 67 

Advanced exergy analysis (AEA) is an analysis method dividing exergy 68 

destruction into four parts of endogenous, exogenous, avoidable and unavoidable [13], 69 

which is superior to conventional exergy analysis (CEA). Not only it can clearly show 70 

the cause of exergy loss, but also can clearly segment the system's avoidable exergy 71 

destruction based on technical and economic constraints. Yan et al. [14] proposed a new 72 

process of Fischer-Tropsch synthesis combines with the dual-pressure ORC scheme 73 

based on the AEA method. The result illustrated that the exergy destruction of the 74 

proposed scheme is reduced from 34.92MW to 13.21MW, and 88.21% of the waste 75 

heat source is recovered from the avoidable endogenous exergy destructions. Li et al. 76 



[15] carried out AEA on the performance of AFB gasification process. The result shows 77 

that the exergy efficiency of the AFB gasification process is 82.13% and the total exergy 78 

destruction is 4670 KW, and thereby 54.18% of the total exergy destruction can be 79 

avoided. This strategy was also studied by Mohammadi et al. [16] for evaluating the 80 

recompression supercritical CO2 cycle. The result showed that the total exergy 81 

efficiency of the system under real and unavoidable conditions is determined to be 82 

16.63% and 17.13%, respectively. The maximum improvement potential, the avoidable 83 

exergy destruction, for the system accounts for 50% of the total exergy destruction, and 84 

of this avoidable value, and among which 34.59% is endogenous and 65.41% is 85 

exogenous. 86 

Although the exergy analysis approach has been widely used in distillation process, 87 

to the best of our knowledge, previous studies mainly focuses on the overall 88 

thermodynamic efficiency and ideal work required to complete common distillation 89 

processes, valuable insights on the application of advanced exergy analysis to complex 90 

distillation processes such as TCED have not yet been reported.  91 

In this work, the advanced exergy analysis is introduced to accurately orientate the 92 

locations of high-energy consumption of the triple-column extractive distillation, and 93 

the energy-utilization optimization for target localization of this complex process is 94 

carried out to achieve further waste heat recovery. The high-energy consumption parts 95 

of this distillation system are accurately located via capturing the relationships of the 96 

exergy destruction which caused by the interaction between different components. The 97 



exergy destruction of the single column component is obtained by the calculation of the 98 

stage-to-stage exergy balance. Significantly, to further reduce system exergy 99 

destruction and improve system exergy efficiency, based on both conventional and 100 

advanced exergy analysis, we propose a four parallel evaporators composite ORC 101 

system (FPE-ORC) considering the interaction of multi-layer systems, and it is thereby 102 

convenient for the optimization of entire system synchronously. Moreover, compared 103 

to four independent ORC systems, this structure can meet the heat recovery and the 104 

demand for equipment is the least at the same time, which can effectively reduce the 105 

equipment investment cost. In addition, an improved genetic algorithm is used to obtain 106 

the optimal operating parameters of the ORC system with the exergy efficiency and 107 

annual net profit (ANP) of the ORC as two conflict objective functions. 108 

2. The existing TCED process for the separation of ACN/EtOH/H2O ternary 109 

azeotropic mixture 110 

Acetonitrile (ACN) and Ethanol (EtOH) are frequently applied as a mobile phase 111 

in high performance liquid chromatography producing ACN/EtOH/water mixture. In 112 

this work, the existing TCED configuration for separating ternary azeotropic mixture 113 

of ACN/EtOH/H2O proposed by Sun et al. [17] has been reproduced. This process is 114 

achieved by two extractive distillation columns (i.e., EDC1 and EDC2) and an 115 

entrainer-recovery column (i.e., ERC), as is presented in Fig. 1, the entrainer is 116 

recovered from the bottom of ERC as a circulating stream and it is then sent to EDC1 117 

and EDC2, respectively. 99.9 mol% of ACN, EtOH, and H2O are obtained at the top of 118 



EDC1, EDC2 and ERC, respectively.  119 

 120 

Fig 1. The existing TCED process for separating ternary azeotropic mixture of 121 

ACN/EtOH/H2O 122 

3. Methodology 123 

A systematic procedure involving the thermodynamic analysis, conceptual design 124 

of energy-saving framework and improved multi-objective optimization of TCED 125 

process is shown in Fig 2, and the proposed approach is conducted in four steps: 126 

(1) CEA method is used to analyze the TCED process theoretically. 127 

(2) AEA method is used to analyze the TCED process theoretically. 128 

(3) Conceptual design of a superstructure TCED with FPE-ORC system are proposed 129 

to reduce avoidable exergy destruction, and four working fluids are selected. 130 

(4) The improved genetic algorithm is adopted to optimize the ORC system by using 131 

multiple objectives of annual net revenue and ORC exergy efficiency. 132 

 133 



 134 

Fig 2. The proposed procedure based on thermodynamic analysis, conceptual design 135 

of energy-saving framework and improved multi-objective optimization of TCED 136 

process 137 

3.1. Conventional exergy analysis 138 

The second law of thermodynamics states that the part of energy called exergy or 139 

effective energy could theoretically be converted into useful work in the surrounding 140 

environment [18]. In any irreversible process, the amount of exergy decreases is 141 

referred to as exergy destruction [19]. The reference state of the environment in this 142 

study is defined as 25°C and 1.013 bar [20] 143 

3.1.1 The exergy analysis of distillation column without condenser and reboiler 144 

The process of mass transfer and heat transfer between vapor and liquid on each 145 

tray is irreversible, which must be accompanied by exergy destruction [21]. The mass, 146 

energy and exergy balance on a single tray n in the distillation column are shown in the 147 

Fig 3. 148 



 149 

Fig 3. The mass, energy and exergy balance on a single tray 150 

It is proved that exergy loss is correlated with entropy production in distillation by 151 

the Gouy-Stodola theorem [22]. 152 
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Suppose the microelement heat transfer between two import flows is δQ. The 154 

temperature 1nT +   of vapor phase flow 1nV +   is higher than the temperature -1nT   of 155 

liquid phase flow -1nL , thus the entropy loss caused by heat transfer in this process is 156 

and is defined as Equation (2)[23]. 157 
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The exergy destruction due to heat transfer on a single column plate is defined as: 159 
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The main driving force of the vapor-liquid mass transfer process in the distillation 161 

column is the chemical potential difference of each component in the vapor-liquid flows. 162 

Therefore, the exergy destruction on a tray caused by the mass transfer process can be 163 



expressed as Equation (4) [24]: 164 
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where, 𝑎𝑖
𝛼 and 𝑎𝑖

𝛽
 represent the activity of component i in the vapor and liquid phase, 166 

respectively. 167 

3.1.2 Calculation of system exergy destruction 168 

The exergy balance of a system is investigated to analyze the degradation of 169 

energy by calculating the exergy value of every input or output stream [25]. The exergy 170 

destruction indicating the loss of energy quality in an open thermodynamic system is 171 

expressed in Equation (5) [14]: 172 

, , ,F tot P tot D totE E E= +                (5) 173 

where, 𝐸𝐷,𝑡𝑜𝑡, 𝐸𝐹,𝑡𝑜𝑡, 𝐸𝑃,𝑡𝑜𝑡 refer to the exergy destruction, the input exergy, and the 174 

output exergy of the overall system, respectively. 175 

To explore the exergy loss distribution of the overall system, the exergy destruction 176 

of each equipment should be initially calculated. For the kth component, it can be 177 

calculated by Equation (6) [26, 27]: 178 

, , ,F k P k D kE E E= +                (6) 179 

where, ,D kE , ,F kE  and ,P kE  represent the exergy destruction, the input exergy, and the 180 

output exergy of the kth equipment, respectively. 181 

In addition, exergy efficiency and exergy destruction ratio indicate the efficiency 182 

of the fuel exergy conversion into that of product and the reduction in the total 183 

efficiency associated with thermodynamic inefficiency [28], which can calculate by Eqs. 184 



(7-9) [29]. 185 
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where ky , and 
*

ky  represent the ratio of total system exergy destruction to total fuel 189 

and the ratio of exergy destruction within kth equipment to total exergy destruction of 190 

the system respectively. k  is used to assessment the efficiency of kth equipment in 191 

energy conversion. 192 

3.2. Advanced exergy analyses 193 

AEA can estimate the interaction between different components of the same 194 

system by dividing the exergy destruction of the components of the system into 195 

endogenous/exogenous and avoidable/unavoidable. 196 

3.2.1. Exogenous exergy destruction and endogenous exergy destruction 197 

Endogenous exergy destruction ( ,

EN

D kE  ) refers to the part of exergy destruction 198 

inside a component when other components are operating in an idealized state and the 199 

considered component is operating at the same efficiency as the actual system. The 200 

difference value between the exergy destruction and the endogenous part in the actual 201 

system is the exogenous exergy destruction ( ,

EX

D kE ), as it shown in Eq.10 [30].  202 

, , ,+EN EX

D k D k D kE E E=                (10) 203 



3.2.2. Avoidable exergy destruction and unavoidable exergy destruction  204 

The avoidable exergy destruction (
,

AV

D kE ) refers to the irreversibility part of exergy 205 

destruction that can be reduced, which should be considered during the process 206 

improvement. The unavoidable exergy destruction (
,

UN

D kE ) cannot be reduced owing to 207 

economic and technological limitations such as the cost of materials and the feasibility 208 

of manufacturing processes. It is calculated by Eq. (11). [31] 209 

, , ,+UN AV

D k D k D kE E E=                (11) 210 

The modified exergetic efficiency *

k  for avoidable exergy destruction in the kth 211 

component can be defined as [32] 212 
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− −
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3.2.3. Combining the splitting methods 214 

As a consequence of definitions in Eqs (8) and (9), the exergy destruction in the 215 

kth component can be divided into four parts (Fig 4). 216 

, , , ,

, , , , ,+ +AV EN AV EX UN EN UN EX

D k D k D k D k D kE E E E E= +           (13) 217 

 218 

Fig 4. Partition of the exergy destruction within the kth equipment 219 



Where, ,

,

AV EN

D kE  is the part of the avoidable irreversibility and can be avoided by 220 

enhancing the kth component’s efficiency. ,

,

AV EX

D kE refers to the avoidable exogenous 221 

exergy destruction that can be reduced by optimizing other equipment. ,

,

UN EN

D kE   and 222 

,

,

UN EX

D kE  respectively refer to the unavoidable portion of the endogenous and exogenous 223 

irreversibility in the kth equipment that cannot be reduced due to the limitation of 224 

technique and economy conditions. The above splitting combinations can be calculated 225 

by Eq. (14-18) [33]. 226 
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D k D k D kE E E−               (17) 230 

, ,

, , ,=AV EX EX UN EX

D k D k D kE E E−               (18) 231 

3.3. Conceptual design of the proposed alternative configurations 232 

Large amount of low-temperature waste heat needs to be recovered to reduce 233 

exergy destruction of whole system based on the analysis results. The ORC system is a 234 

suitable approach which has four components – an evaporator, a turbine, a condenser 235 

and a pump [34] as illustrated in Fig. 5 (a), and the corresponding T-S diagram is shown 236 

in Fig. 5(b). The working fluid enters the turbine and leaves as a low pressure fluid to 237 

generate electricity (point 1 to 2). The steam from the steam turbine gives off heat at 238 

equal pressure in the condenser and condenses into a saturated liquid (point 2 to 3). The 239 

condensed fluid is pressurized in the pump (point 3 to 4) and then enters the evaporator 240 



for heat exchange with the waste heat stream under constant pressure (point 4 to 1). In 241 

the evaporator, the working fluid goes through three stages: preheating, evaporation and 242 

overheating. 243 

 244 

Fig 5. (a) Basic ORC system and (b) T–S diagram of an organic working fluid 245 

In this study, a conceptual design scenario as shown in Fig 6 are put forward due 246 

to it considered the interaction of multi-layer systems so as to simultaneously optimize 247 

the whole structure. Moreover, compared to four independent ORC systems, this 248 

structure can meet the heat recovery and the demand for equipment is the least at the 249 

same time, which can effectively reduce the equipment investment cost. 250 



 251 

Fig 6. The alternative conceptual design scenario 252 

Most of the waste heat sources are latent heat and suitable working fluid can 253 

achieve better heat matching. Thus, the selection of working fluids is a crucial step [35]. 254 

According to the slope of saturated steam curve, the working fluid can be divided into 255 

dry fluid, isentropic fluid, and wet fluid [36]. Dry working fluid and isentropic fluid are 256 

preferred because wet working fluids produce a few droplets during the expansion 257 

process, damaging turbine blades and reducing isentropic efficiency. It is noteworthy 258 

that it is impossible only consider single thermodynamic efficiency, other properties 259 

(e.g., the ozone depletion potential and global warming potential) also need to consider. 260 

3.4. Multi-objective optimization 261 

Herein, ASPEN Plus (V11.1) coupled an improved GA are used to obtain the 262 

optimal operating parameters of the FPE-ORC system by using two conflicting 263 



objectives. The purpose of this study is to find an energy-saving scheme with low 264 

exergy loss and considerable economic efficiency from the TCED process, therefore 265 

the exergy efficiency and annual net profit (ANP) are selected as the confrontation 266 

function. 267 

Maxf1 = annual net profit 268 

Maxf2 = ORC exergy efficiency 269 

Objective function calculation is carried out in Aspen Plus and constraint condition 270 

evaluation is executed in improved GA (see Fig.7). In the optimization process, the 271 

connection between the improved multi-objective genetic algorithm based on VB.NET 272 

and Aspen Plus is achieved by Active X [37]. The input parameters (e.g., feed flow rate) 273 

are firstly determined to import the optimization module. The range of the design 274 

variables which were determined based on sensitivity analysis in Aspen Plus. The first 275 

population then generated by the improved genetic algorithm as input is sent back to 276 

Aspen Plus. Fitness function vectors are then generated via the calculation of objective 277 

functions and constraints. This optimization procedure will find improved individuals 278 

throughout the generations and generate a set of the Pareto-front that moving towards 279 

the optimal solutions. 280 



 281 

Fig 7. Scheme of the improved GA for the organic Rankine cycle 282 

3.4.1 Objective function of ANP and exergy efficiency 283 

In this study, total capital cost includes the fixed investment of a heat exchanger, 284 

four evaporators, a pump and a turbine, while the total energy investment involves the 285 

cost of electricity and cooling water. Capital cost of components and energy cost of 286 

cooling water and electricity are illustrated in Eqs. (19-24) [38-41]. 287 

Capital cost of heat exchanger = 0.659367.8 excA         (19) 288 

Capital cost of turbine = 1.5 (225 170 )outletV +         (20) 289 

Capital cost of evaporator = 190+310 evaA         (21) 290 

Capital cost of pump = 
0.25900

300

W
（ ）           (22) 291 

Energy cost of cooling water = 8000 CWPCW Q         (23) 292 

Energy cost of electricity = 8000 CPE Q          (24) 293 

where 3( / )outletV m s   is the outlet volumetric flow rate of the turbine. 2( )excA m  294 



and 2( )evaA m  represent the heat transfer area of the heat exchanger and the evaporator 295 

respectively. Price of cooling water and electricity are defined as PCW (PCW = 0.354 296 

US$/GJ) and PE (PE = 0.1 US$/KW·h) respectively. Heat duty of exchanger is 297 

represented as
CWQ  . Electricity consumption or generation of turbine and pump is 298 

denoted as
CQ . 299 

ANP for the ORC system is calculated by Eqs. 25 [42]. 300 

ANP = EOE - (capital cost of all equipment) /payback period     (25) 301 

where EOE indicates earnings of electric, the payback period is assumed to be 5 302 

years.[43] 303 

The ORC exergy efficiency is defined as the ratio of the total exergy output to the 304 

total exergy input. 305 

100%
out

tot ORC
ORC in

ORC

E

E
 =                (26) 306 

3.4.2 Constraint and variables bounds 307 

According to the annual average climate temperature, the inlet temperature of 308 

cooling water is 20 °C and the temperature rise is 10 °C [44]. To ensure that the working 309 

fluid can be cooled by cooling water, the working fluid temperature at the cooler outlet 310 

is limited to greater than 30 °C.  311 

Herein, seven continuous variables—working fluid flow rate (
WFF ), compression 312 

ratio of the turbine (𝑅𝑇), outlet pressure of the pump (
PP ), flow rate of cooling water 313 

(
CWF ), and flow rate of branches (F1, F2, F3) —as shown in Eqs. (29)– (35) should be 314 

optimized. 315 



min max

WF WF WFF F F                (29) 316 

min max

CW CW CWF F F                (30) 317 

10 WFF F                  (31) 318 

20 WFF F                  (32) 319 

30 WFF F                  (33) 320 

min max

T T TR R R                 (34) 321 

min max

P P PP P P                 (35) 322 

4. Results and discussion 323 

4.1. Conventional exergy analyses of TCED 324 

Based on the simulation results of TCED process, the conventional exergy analysis 325 

is carried out and the results are shown in Table 1. The input effective energy and output 326 

effective energy of the whole process are 4979.31 KW and 3881.61KW respectively. It 327 

is apparent that the maximum value of exergy destruction (235.599 KW) occurs in the 328 

cooler (HX) resulting from the recycle entrainer stream is cooled by the cooling water. 329 

Similarly, the condensers of EDC1, EDC2 and ERC also have great exergy destruction, 330 

with exergy efficiencies of 34.76%, 33.94% and 26.32% respectively. There is a large 331 

temperature difference between the top stream of the distillation column and the cooling 332 

medium (cooling water) which is the main reason for plenty of the exergy destruction 333 

in the condenser. As for other component, large heat transfer force (temperature 334 

difference) and mass transfer force (chemical potential difference) for vapor-liquid 335 

phase are the main reason of the exergy destruction in the distillation column, and small 336 



exergy destruction is caused by the pumps due to the irreversibility. 337 

Table 1. Computing results of the TCED processes based on CEA. 338 

Equipment , ( )F kE KW  
, ( )P kE KW  

, ( )D kE KW  (%)k  (%)ky  *(%)ky  

Con1 87.40  30.38  57.01  34.76  1.15  5.19  

Con2 85.01  28.86  56.16  33.94  1.13  5.12  

Con3 203.37  53.53  149.84  26.32  3.01  13.65  

HX 287.50  51.90  235.60  18.05  4.73  21.46  

Reb1 495.45  444.65  50.80  89.75  1.02  4.63  

Reb2 641.32  612.70  28.62  95.54  0.57  2.61  

Reb3 1147.94  1069.18  78.76  93.14  1.58  7.18  

P1 118.95  118.67  0.28  99.76  0.01  0.03  

P2 231.88  231.58  0.29  99.87  0.01  0.03  

P3 281.58  280.78  0.80  99.72  0.02  0.07  

EDC1 221.77  127.45  94.32  57.47  1.89  8.59  

EDC2 398.97  247.12  151.85  61.94  3.05  13.83  

ERC 778.19  584.82  193.36  75.15  3.88  17.62  

TOT 4979.31  3881.61  1097.69  77.95  22.05  100.00  

4.2. Advanced conventional exergy analyses of TCED 339 

The advanced exergy analysis integrates unavoidable and avoidable as well as 340 

endogenous and exogenous exergy destruction to analyze the whole process 341 

respectively. The unavoidable and theoretical operating parameters of the main 342 

component are shown in Table 2 [14]. The results of all the equipment based on the 343 

AEA are listed in Table 3, which can be concluded that endogenous exergy destruction 344 

and exogenous exergy destruction are greatly different with different components. The 345 

exogenous exergy destruction caused by the distillation column EDC1, DEC2 EDC3 346 

are more than the other equipment because of the operation parameters reboiler and 347 

condenser. It is noteworthy that from Fig. 8 that the 48.80% exergy destruction in whole 348 

process is endogenous indicating that improving the interaction among the equipment 349 



can increase the thermodynamic irreversibility of the whole process. In addition, the 350 

51.20% exergy destruction in whole process is exogenous indicating it is necessary to 351 

improve the performance and operation parameter of the equipment within high 352 

exogenous exergy destruction (e.g., EDC1, EDC2 and ERC) and high endogenous 353 

exergy destruction (e.g., condensers and exchanger HX) for the aim of energy saving. 354 

 355 

Fig 8. Division of total exergy destruction for separating ACN/EtOH/H2O ternary 356 

azeotropic mixture by TCED 357 

In this work, the results of the unavoidable/avoidable exergy destruction of the 358 

different components are summarized in the fourth and fifth column of Table 3 and 359 

described in Fig. 9. The system avoidable exergy destruction accounted for 29.20% of 360 



whole system exergy destruction. The largest values of avoidable exergy 77.393 KW 361 

are destructed in the EDC2, followed by Con3, EDC1. The avoidable exergy 362 

destruction ratios of those three equipment are 50.96%, 49.02%, 76.89%, respectively 363 

indicting great potential for improvement. 364 

The total exergy destruction by using the combined splitting of endogenous and 365 

exogenous as well as unavoidable and avoidable exergy destruction listed in the last 366 

four columns of Table 3. Of concern is that avoidable endogenous exergy destruction 367 

indicates the independent improvement potential of each component. As is evident in 368 

Fig. 9, the Con3 has the largest avoidable endogenous exergy destruction, which is 369 

73.454KW, followed by the Con1, Con2. Although the cooler HX has a large exergy 370 

destruction value, the avoidable endogenous exergy destruction is small, and it does not 371 

have a great energy-saving potential by improving the equipment's own parameters. In 372 

addition, EDC2 generates the largest avoidable exogenous exergy destruction, which is 373 

69.987KW, followed by the EDC1 and ERC. This means that efforts should be focused 374 

on improving the performance of other components to reduce their exergy destruction. 375 

Table 2. Condition assumptions of the unavoidable exergy destruction 376 

Equipment Unavoidable condition 

Heat changer Minimum temperature approach =5.0 K 

Pump Isentropic efficiency= 90% 

Distillation column without reboiler 

and Condenser 
Equilibrium stage 

Table 3. Results of advanced exergetic analysis of TCED processes. 377 

Equip-

ment 

Exergy destruction (KW) 

𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝐸𝑁  𝐸𝐷,𝑘

𝐸𝑋  𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝑈𝑁 𝐸𝐷,𝑘

𝐴𝑉  𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝑈𝑁,𝐸𝑁

 𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝐴𝑉,𝐸𝑁

 𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝑈𝑁,𝐸𝑋

 𝐸𝐷,𝑘
𝐴𝑉,𝐸𝑋

 



Con1 57.01 0.00 25.20 31.81 31.81 25.20 0.00 0.00 

Con2 56.16 0.00 24.26 31.90 31.90 24.26 0.00 0.00 

Con3 149.84 0.00 73.45 76.38 76.38 73.45 0.00 0.00 

HX 235.60 0.00 8.51 227.09 227.09 8.51 0.00 0.00 

Reb1 2.21 48.59 3.41 47.38 2.12 0.09 45.26 3.33 

Reb2 0.90 27.71 1.22 27.40 0.87 0.04 26.53 1.18 

Reb3 1.42 77.34 0.40 78.36 1.33 0.09 77.03 0.31 

P1 0.05 0.24 0.15 0.13 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.13 

P2 0.03 0.27 0.14 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.13 

P3 0.06 0.75 0.40 0.40 0.03 0.03 0.38 0.37 

EDC1 14.32 80.00 72.52 21.80 2.13 12.19 19.67 60.33 

EDC2 11.89 139.96 77.39 74.46 4.48 7.41 69.97 69.99 

ERC 6.40 186.97 33.44 159.92 4.97 1.42 154.95 32.02 

TOT 535.88 561.82 320.51 777.18 383.15 152.72 394.03 167.79 

 378 

 379 

Fig 9. The cumulative bar chart of exergy destruction within the kth equipment 380 

4.3. Conceptual design alternative configurations based on the analysis results 381 

Based on the theoretical analysis results, the exergy destruction of distillation 382 

process in this study is mainly caused by the large temperature difference between the 383 



top vapor stream of the distillation column and the cooling medium. To reduce exergy 384 

destruction during the TCED process, more attention should be given to improve the 385 

operating parameters of the three condensers and cooler HX. 386 

In this study, an ORC system combine with four parallel evaporators is designed 387 

to match four remaining heat sources. Significantly, the column has larger exergy 388 

destruction when the rectifying section with saturated vapor feed and in the stripping 389 

section with the saturated liquid feed. Hence by preheating or precooling the stream to 390 

change the thermal parameters of the feedstock entering the distillation column, the 391 

energy consumption and the effective energy loss in the column can be reduced. In this 392 

work, the heat flow in cooler HX preheats the feed flow FEED first. 393 

The thermodynamic efficiency, ozone depletion potential (ODP) and global 394 

warming potential (GWP) are considered comprehensively. Four working fluids 395 

candidates including R600, R600A, R601, R601A are chosen to the ORC system. The 396 

detailed information is illustrated in Table 4. All the alternative working fluids have 397 

lower ODP and GWP. The T-S diagrams of four working fluids are displayed in Fig. 10. 398 

It can be seen from the slope of the T-S curve, the four working fluids are all dry 399 

working fluids. 400 

Table 4. Properties of alternative organic working fluids 401 

Working fluid R600 R600A R601 R601A 

Chemical formula C4H10-1 C4H10-2 C5H12-1 C5H12-2 

CAS No. 106-97-8 75-28-5 109-66-0 78-78-4 

Critical temperature/ °C 151.97 134.65 196.55 187.25 

Critical pressure/ atm 37.96 36.4 33.7 33.8 

Vaporization heat/ kJ·kg-1 383.5 364.29 355.9 341.36 



ODPa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

GWPb [100year] 20 20 20 20 

Type dry dry dry dry 
a ODP: ozone depletion potential, relative to R11 402 
b GWP: global warming potential, relative to CO2 403 

 404 

Fig 10. T-S diagram of four working fluids (R600, R600A, R601, R601A). 405 

4.4 The optimization results of the FPE-ORC system 406 

The range of the design variables which were determined based on sensitivity 407 

analysis in Aspen Plus are presented in Tables 6a-d of the supporting information. The 408 

optimize parameters of improved GA are set to have an initial population of 100, a 409 

crossover probability of 0.95, and a mutation probability of 0.1. As illustrated in Fig. 410 

11, the optimizations are respectively ended at 320 generations, 220 generations, 130 411 

generations and 80 generations because the vector of decision variables has not made 412 

any meaningful improvement. Additionally, the optimal Pareto fronts between ANP and 413 



exergy efficiency with four working fluids are shown in Fig. 12, respectively. 414 

 415 

 416 

Fig 11. Multi-objective optimization of the FPE-ORC system with working fluid (a) 417 

R600, (b)R600A, (c) R601 and (d) R601A. 418 

 419 

 420 



 421 

Fig 12. Pareto front solutions by using working fluid (a) R600 (b)R600A (c) R601 (d) 422 

R601A. 423 

The Pareto fronts between ANP and exergy efficiency of four working fluids are 424 

shown in Fig. 12. Two solutions with highest net revenue solution and highest ORC 425 

efficiency solution are provided in this study, with the optimization results of decision 426 

variables and objective function are illustrating in Table 5a, b. The ORC system with 427 

working fluid R600a shows the best economic benefit of 6.43 E+4 dollar/year and the 428 

exergy efficiency is 12.09%. With working fluid R600 has the highest exergy efficiency 429 

12.27% and ANP is 2.1 E+4 dollar/year. Compared to the total exergy destruction of 430 

the existing process, 79.31% of avoidable exergy destructions are decreased in the FPE-431 

ORC scheme with working fluids of R600 and the exergy destruction of whole system 432 

is reduced from 1097.69 KW to 807.47 KW. 433 

Table 5a. The optimization results of decision variables and objective function with 434 

the highest exergy efficiency 435 

Four working fluids conditions R600 R600A R601 R601A 

𝐹𝑊𝐹 (kmol) 329.47 285.97 281.26 375.49 

𝑅𝑇 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.73 

𝑃𝑃 (bar) 4.48 1.84 1.73 6.44 

𝐹𝐶𝑊 (kmol)) 10473.11 10559.77 10562.85 10562.93 

F1 (kmol) 130.78 60.10 59.28 76.57 

F2 (kmol) 71.79 63.27 62.68 79.83 

F3 (kmol) 67.31 112.22 109.83 150.25 



ORC System exergy loss (KW) 384.90 384.99 384.90 438.75 

Total exergy loss after configuration 

improvement (KW) 
983.98 984.07 983.98 1037.83 

ANP (10^4 dollar/year) 2.10 1.35 1.33 1.34 

Exergy efficiency (%) 12.27 12.25 12.25 12.25 

 436 

Table 5b The optimization results of decision variables and objective function with 437 

the highest economic benefits 438 

Four working fluids conditions R600 R600A R601 R601A 

𝐹𝑊𝐹 (kmol) 323.18 285.34 280.86 377.89 

𝑅𝑇 0.52 0.4 0.47 0.59 

𝑃𝑃 (bar) 5.45 2.72 2.14 8.51 

𝐹𝐶𝑊 (kmol)) 10341.21 10300.62 10344.65 10473.48 

F1 (kmol) 127.62 60.30 59.29 76.49 

F2 (kmol) 71.66 63.29 62.52 87.67 

F3 (kmol) 67.55 111.86 102.25 150.03 

ORC System exergy loss (KW) 395.28 397.84 394.26 441.93 

Total exergy loss after configuration 

improvement (KW) 
994.36 996.92 993.34 1041.01 

ANP (10^4 dollar/year) 4.96 6.43 4.75 4.41 

Exergy efficiency (%) 12.17 12.09 12.17 12.12 

5. Conclusions 439 

In this study, the advanced exergy analysis is used to explore the interaction 440 

between different components of the triple-column extractive distillation to orientate 441 

the locations of high-energy consumption. As it turned out, the avoidable exergy 442 

destruction in the TCED process is mainly caused by the cooler and three condensers. 443 

Based on the results, we propose a superstructure triple-column extractive 444 

distillation with four-parallel evaporator organic Rankine cycles system, which 445 

considering the interaction of multi-layer systems while reducing equipment 446 



investment costs. Then, an improved genetic algorithm is used to obtain the optimal 447 

operating parameters of the ORC system with the exergy efficiency and ANP as two 448 

conflict objective functions. As compared with the existing process, the FPE-ORC 449 

system with working fluids R600 has the best performance with highest exergy 450 

efficiency and with working fluids R600a has the best economic benefit. 451 

It is worth to mention that the advanced exergy analysis method and proposed 452 

systematic scheme of extractive distillation integrated with ORC can be widely applied 453 

to other processes even to the plant or industry zone. Moreover, the exergoeconomic 454 

analysis can be explored to the process system for indicating economic effects 455 

associated with exergy destruction of equipment. 456 
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Nomenclature 462 

a activity V volumetric flow rate m3/s 

A heat transfer area m2 y exergy destruction ratio 

ACN acetonitrile y* relative exergy destruction 

AEA advanced exergy analysis ε exergy efficiency 

ANP annual net profit, dollar/year   

CEA conventional exergy analysis Subscripts 

Con condenser C electricity 

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide CW cooling water 

E exergy, KW D destruction 

EDC1 extractive distillation columns 1 F feed 

EDC2 extractive distillation columns 2 in input 

ERC entrainer-recovery column irr irreversible 

EtOH ethanol k k-th equipment 

EOE earnings of electric, dollar/year out output 

F flow rate P pump 

FPE-

ORC 

ORC combine with four parallel 

evaporator 

P product 

GWP global warming potential T turbine 

H enthalpy, kJ/mol tot total 

HX cooler 0 ambient state 

i component i exc heat exchanger 

L liquid eva evaporator 

n number WF working fluid 

ODP ozone depletion potential   

ORC Organic Rankine cycle Superscripts 

P pressure AV avoidable 

P pump CH chemical 

PCW Price of cooling water EN endogenous 

PE Price of electricity EX exogenous 

Q heat transfer rate (KW) KN kinetic 

Reb reboiler max maximum 

S entropy, kJ/(mol. K) min minimum 

T temperature, K PH physical 

TAC Total annualized cost, dollar/year PT potential 

TCED triple-column extractive distillation UN unavoidable 

V vapor   

 463 
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